A new algorithm to create a profile for users of web site benefiting from web usage mining
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Abstract
Upon integration of internet and its various applications and increase of internet pages, access to information in search engines becomes difficult. To solve this problem, web page recommendation systems are used. In this paper, recommender engine are improved and web usage mining methods are used for this purpose. In recommendation system, clustering was used for classification of users’ behavior. In fact, we implemented usage mining operation on the data related to each user for making its movement pattern. Then, web pages were recommended using neural network and markov model. So, performance of recommendation engine was improved using user’s movement patterns and clustering and neural network and Markov model, and obtained better results than other methods. To predict the data recovery quality on web, two factors including accuracy and coverage were used.
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1. Introduction
Upon establishment and expansion of internet and subsequently websites enhancement and upraise of its applications by users, searching the contents among extensive information on internet pages has become difficult for web users. The users face a great volume of recovered data. On the other side, topics such as purposeful advertisements and awareness of users’ information are very important. Therefore, web mining is propounded for solving this problem. Web mining is the process of unknown and useful knowledge discovery through web data. Currently, broad researches have been applied in this relation and their purpose is solving problems related to data recovery [1].

One of objectives of this study is web pages recommendation for users and time and cost saving as well as better support of purposeful advertisements and electronic business. Thus, upon using web mining methods, this group of problems are solved somewhat. Users may select pages recommended to them which are related to the subject. In this part, generalities, objectives and necessities of this research w analyzed. In second part, background of study is explained. Third part includes main idea for offering web recommendation engine based on web usage mining. In fourth part, evaluation and results of experiments are provided and compared to other methods, and in final part summary of paper is provided.

2. RELATED WORK
Recently, web usage mining techniques are used extensively for prediction of internet pages. Access patterns are discovered from record file using methods such as association rules mining, clustering etc. that is used for prediction of users’ behavior. In [2], a web usage mining method was used offered therein clustering was used so that users’ behavior was clustered based on measurement set of log file data similarity to be used for prediction of internet pages. In fact, clustering has been made using similarity of above approximation. In this process, clustering was provided based on subject and shows common interests in each cluster. In [3], web usage mining techniques were used and analyzed the problems from two aspects including improvement of search engine through static saving of search results and weblog posts. This study offered search coverage method and used graph for recommendation to users. In [4], rough set theory was used for log file processing and keywords, upon combining two methods of content and collaborative filtering based recommender systems through design of two-layer graph that was made along with graph partitioning. Each node in pages later and users’ layer respectively shows web pages and users. Therefore, similarity between pages and users is obtained by this way in graph partitioning.
3. Background

In this part, background contents which are important for understanding the offered method are raised. At first, web mining, then personalization based on usage mining and at end clustering approaches and neural network and markov model will be explained.

3.1 Web mining

Web mining is a subset of data mining technique for covering the web patterns that based on web pages analysis and which part of web data is explored is divided in three parts including web structure mining, web content mining and web usage mining [5].

Web content mining is discovery and extraction of useful data from web pages. Web structure mining discovers and analyzes the model. In this kind of web mining, web is modeled as a graph therein web pages are assumed as graph nodes and links between pages as graph edges [5].

Web usage mining includes discovery of user’s access patterns for web server recording file.

3.2 Personalization based on web usage mining

Personalization is as one of the application fields of web exploring by which pages contents can be changes in accordance with users’ interests in order to provide the internet services in a better way and also to meet the needs of users quickly. Several web personalization systems have been created based on web mining that all of them include two main stages: in the first stage which is performed offline, training data taken from user behavior on the Web are explored in order to detect the access patterns and extract the users’ model. In the second stage which is done online, the model extracted from the first stage is used for interpretation and comparison with the traversal pattern of active user and then propositions are provided based on this comparison. The purpose of web personalization based on exploring the web application is offering a set of objects to the current user with orientation towards the user’s preferences and interests.

3.3 Clustering

Clustering or cluster analysis is the process of grouping some physical and virtual objects in classes of similar objects. A cluster includes a set of data objects which are similar to each other. In general, two types of clustering (transaction clustering and page visiting clustering) can be applied for the transaction data of web application.

Each of these approaches has different applications and in particular, both of the two approaches can be used for web personalization. K-Means algorithm is one of the most important clustering algorithms that are widely used. In this algorithm, the samples are divided into k clusters and the number of k has already been specified.

3.4 Neural network

Neural networks are available for simulating the human brain performance in remembering the information and learning. Human brain consists of a great number of nerves. Each of these nerves is connected to the other ones and sends signals to each other. Although each neuron has no the complex structure, but the set of these neurons create a more complex network. In fact, the artificial neural networks are going to create a special output by the special input and according to this, the concept of training or adjustment and learning of artificial network is achieved.

3.5 Markov model

Viewing Web transactions in the form of a series of page views allows that a number of useful models can be used to detect and analyze the user circulation patterns. One of the events is modeling the behavior of the user’s circulation by Markov chain in the website. A Markov model with a set of states \( \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_n\} \) and a transfer matrix is shown [6]:

\[
\{P_{1,1},...,P_{1,n},...,P_{2,1},...,P_{n,1},...,P_{n,n}\}
\]

Where \( P_{i,j} \) is the probability of transition from state \( S_i \) to state \( S_j \).
4. THE PROPOSED METHOD

In the proposed system, firstly data recorded in server weblogs which are as the input data of system are preprocessed. Then, the web usage mining operations is performed on the identified sessions for building the functional patterns of user. Finally, web pages related to users’ traversal method in the site are proposed based on their functional patterns. The web page is proposed by the neural Network and markov model. Following of this section will studied each of above components.

4.1 Log file preprocessing

There are various data with different formats in high volumes on the level of web. These data include HTML pages, CSS & JS files and variety of multimedia images [7]. In web usage mining, the preprocessing includes identifying users and their sessions that are used as main elements to detect the pattern [5]. An accurate identification of users and their sessions has a particular importance in web personalization because the users’ models are made based on their behavior which they also themselves will be available as users’ sessions.

4.2 constructing the users’ session vectors

Now that we have preprocessed recorded data in the web server logs and have also achieved the proper data in the form of users’ sessions, we are ready to accomplish the web usage mining. Suppose that P equals to the set of pages accessed by users of a site according to the following definition:

\[ P = \{ P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_m \} \]

And each of the pages \( P_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m \)) have a specific and unique URL and S which represents the users sessions is expressed as following:

\[ S = \{ S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m \}, S_i \subset P (1 \leq i \leq m) \]

Every Si session is demonstrated as an m-dimension vector:

\[ S_i = \{ w(p_1, s_i), w(p_2, s_i), \ldots, w(p_m, s_i) \} \]

In the above relation, the value of \( W (P_i, S_i) \) equals to the weight assigned to j-th visit in Si session and the value of j is among 1 to m. It should be noted that each of the above pages can be present in each of the sessions. In the above relation, the values of W must indicate the rate of users’ interest in pages. One of the cases which have a relation with the user’s interest in pages is the page frequency. The frequency of a page means the amount of access to that page in a session by users and it has a direct relation with the users’ interest in that page. The following relationship shows the calculation of the rate of a page frequency in a session. In the following relationship, N-visited represents the number of a page visits in a session and visited pages equals to the whole set of the visited pages in a session. It is given by (1):

\[
\text{frequency}(\text{page}) = \frac{\sum_{\text{page} \in \text{visited}\text{pages}} N_{\text{visited}}(\text{page})}{N_{\text{visited}}(\text{page})} \tag{1}
\]

One of the parameters that can specify the rate of user interest in a page, is the time duration spent by a user for visiting a page. The amount of time duration is a normalized value (between 1 and 0) which is calculated for each page by relation (2):

\[
\text{duration}(\text{page}) = \frac{\text{TotalDuration}(\text{page})}{\text{Max} \text{Duration}(\text{page})} \tag{2}
\]

Another criteria which is effective on the rate of user interest in a session is the date of page visiting, this means that the pages which have been recently visited show a better reflection of user interests. But since the date of visiting is not a numerical value rather is a historical figure, some operations must be applied on it. The normalized numerical value of the date of page visiting is calculated by the following relation. In this relation, Date Origin, Date(Page) and PageLast are equal to the origin date, date of page visiting and last visited page in session, respectively. The amount of Date value is a normalized value (between 1 and 0) which is calculated from relation (3) for each page:

\[
\text{DateValue}(\text{page}) = \frac{(\text{Date(page)} - \text{DateOrigin})}{(\text{Date(pageLast)} - \text{DateOrigin})} \tag{3}
\]

Now, we use the harmonic mean to combine these three parameters. The value of Interest (page) that equals to the amount of user interest is obtained as (4). Let Date(page) be DateValue(page), F(page) be frequency(page) and Dur(page) be Duration(page). So we have in (4) relation:

\[
\text{interest}(\text{page}) = \frac{3 \times F(\text{page}) \times \text{Dur}(\text{page}) \times \text{Date}(\text{page})}{F(\text{page}) + \text{Dur}(\text{page}) + \text{Date}(\text{page}) + F(\text{page}) + \text{Date}(\text{page})} \tag{4}
\]

The above value is a normalized value (between 1 and 0) that is calculated for each page.

4.3 creating the users profile

Here the user profile is an exhibitor of the resultant of his favorite pages. The users’ profiles are created in this section. For doing this, first the set of sessions of all users
is separated by the separation of the user. Assume that Si 
(1≤i≤k) is the set of the sessions of user Ui. The mean 
vector Sui is specified as the resultant vector for user Ui 
and will be indicative of the mean of user’s interests in 
pages.
The weight of each web page in the mean vector is 
calculated by the average weight of that page in all the 
sessions of the user (S1, S2, ....,Si). The user behavior 
history is also considered in calculating the mean vector of 
the session.

4.4 Clustering User Profiles and Neural Network the 
session

After obtaining the users profile which indicates the 
abstract of the users’ interests in web pages, we can divide 
them into some groups using the clustering algorithm so 
that users’ interests in web pages can be better organized 
and also it can be provided a background for extracting 
their internal patterns. For clustering the users’ profile, we 
use k-mean algorithm. The result of the clustering is as k= 
{k1, k2,....,kn} and c equals to the number of identified 
clusters by k-Means algorithm. Supposing that P is the set 
of users’ profile, then we have the following formula per k,
c ≤ k (k, C P).

Since the weight of vectors is between 1 and 0, then 
their average value is also between 1 and 0. To reduce the 
number of dimensions, it is defined a threshold for pages 
weight in mean vectors of clusters. The pages whose 
weight is less than that threshold, are removed from the 
mean vector. And the remaining pages represent the most 
interests of users in the relevant cluster.

If we consider the set of users’ movement patterns existing 
in website as a NP Set, then this set will be displayed as the 
following.
NP= { np1, np2,.... , npk }

In the above set, there is a mean vector for each cluster and 
we have for each member of the above set that each 
member of np, is a subset of the set of website pages. 
These patterns are applied for determining the similarities 
between new profiles and the previous profiles.
Here, the neural network is used to find the closest cluster 
to the user session and to propose some proper pages to 
him. Network training is performed using the movement 
patterns obtained from the previous stages. Then, we 
should prepare the session of current user so that is 
appropriate for the neural network. Since the input of 
network is related to some weights of pages, we 
should create a profile for the current user based on pages 
weight. Now, we must determine that the new profile 
belongs to which one of the existing clusters. For this 
purpose, it is enough to give the new profile to the neural 
network until it can determine an appropriate number of 
clusters for this new profile.

4.5 Recommend pages using the Markov model in cluster

After using neural networks, was diagnosed nearest cluster 
to the user’s current session, the next step is proposed from 
inside the cluster to new users, we are extracted sequences 
of pages that visited by Markov model. And through it 
propose the page with the highest Means page the most 
probable repeat to user. for do this we apply the markov 
model to training clustering data and suggest do to testing 
data to measure system performance, and use of the system 
to suggest to new users.

5. RESULT SIMULATION

In this thesis, it has been used the web server pages of 
Saskatchewan University for conducting the research. The 
data of this web server have been used as a set of web 
server logs which are derived from the two-week log data 
of the web server of the university site in 2004. This file 
includes 1480 user sessions and 570 pages which have 
been accessed by different website users during the 
mentioned sessions. A time period about 1800s was 
considered as the threshold time to extract the users 
sessions from the web server logs. Some pages which have 
been referenced less than 10 percent or more than 80 
percent of the maximum frequency of access to pages were 
excluded according to [5]. During two stages, first 156 
and then 46 website pages remained respectively, and thus 
46 pages remained finally. Then, all the sessions with a 
length of less than 8 were removed, ultimately it remained 
about 617 sessions. After removing the inappropriate 
pages and sessions, we divided the obtained sessions into 
two parts. We used the first and second sessions as training 
sessions and test sessions, respectively. The first part is 
used for learning and the second part is applied for the 
system evaluation.

Clustering the profiles has been performed using the k-
Means algorithm in the visual studio 2010 Software. 
Markov model has been performed in the visual studio 
2010 software, and neural network has been performed in 
the matlab software. Thus, first the system was trained 
using the set of training data , then we used the test data set 
and created the new sessions for users by some test data 
sets without any role in creating the training profiles. 
Finally, we evaluated the efficiency of our system by these 
new data.

System is evaluated by two metrics including accuracy and 
coverage [8]. The value of accuracy is defined as a ratio of 
correct propositions to the whole propositions. In the other 
word, if the proposed equals to the set of proposed pages, 
R equals to the set of correct pages and size is a function
which implies the size of a set, then the value of accuracy is calculated by the (5) relation:

\[
\text{precision}(\text{proposed}) = \frac{\text{Size}((\text{precision} \cap R))}{\text{Size}(R)}
\]  

(5)

Coverage is used for reviewing this issue that how many correct pages in the provided propositions have been covered by system. Its mathematical definition is as (6):

\[
\text{Coverage}(\text{proposed}) = \frac{\text{Size}(\text{proposed} \cap R)}{\text{Size}(T)}
\]  

(6)

Given that the window size is usually three to four pages in papers and also we deleted the sessions with less length, then we considered the window size equal to 4 in this research.

In order to assess the proposed system based on the clustering by k-Means algorithm, we compared it with a method based on association rules and other method [9], their results have been shown in the two following figures.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a method was offered for prediction of web users’ subsequent page selection using neural network and markov model. Our offered system benefits from web usage mining for recommendation to users. To achieve the users’ survey pattern, a method has been used that firstly users’ profile is made based on data extracted from web server records and during profile making process, history of users’ behavior and page visiting date is taken into account. Then, upon clustering the profile, users’ movement patterns are extracted. After obtaining movement patterns of recommendation engine using neural network and markov model, a list of suitable pages is recommended to the user. Summary of implementation shows that recommendation engine offered in this paper has appropriate accuracy and coverage for prediction of subsequent requests of user.
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